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INTRODUCTION

Extreme stress can exert long-lasting detrimental effects and is a
precipitant of numerous manifestations of psychopathology in humans. The most severe of these is post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
a common, chronic, and disabling mental illness whose pathophysiology is both complex and poorly understood. PTSD, like all psychiatric disorders, is currently diagnosed on the basis of different
combinations of clinical symptoms (1, 2). As a consequence of this
symptom-based diagnostic framework, the syndrome of PTSD contains extensive clinical heterogeneity, covering hundreds of thousands of different symptom combinations (3–5). Moreover, despite
many years of pioneering work characterizing the brains, behavior,
and physiology of individuals with PTSD, we still lack biological

metrics for consistently partitioning clinical variation within the
broad clinical syndrome of PTSD in a way that has both mechanistic
implications for understanding disorder expression and demonstrable clinical relevance for the practitioner. Establishment of such
metrics could provide a basis for targeted treatment selection and
development of new therapeutics, much as has been achieved in
other areas of biology and medicine (6).
Our approach draws on the premise that disruption in basic brain
information-processing functions underlying cognition forms the
foundation upon which various aspects of PTSD are built. For example, impaired declarative memory in PTSD, most evident for verbal
learning and memory (7), may contribute to development of perturbed emotional memories acquired as a result of PTSD-producing
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A mechanistic understanding of the pathology of psychiatric disorders has been hampered by extensive heterogeneity in biology, symptoms, and behavior within diagnostic categories that are defined subjectively. We investigated
whether leveraging individual differences in information-processing impairments in patients with post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) could reveal phenotypes within the disorder. We found that a subgroup of patients with
PTSD from two independent cohorts displayed both aberrant functional connectivity within the ventral attention
network (VAN) as revealed by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neuroimaging and impaired verbal
memory on a word list learning task. This combined phenotype was not associated with differences in symptoms
or comorbidities, but nonetheless could be used to predict a poor response to psychotherapy, the best-validated
treatment for PTSD. Using concurrent focal noninvasive transcranial magnetic stimulation and electroencephalo
graphy, we then identified alterations in neural signal flow in the VAN that were evoked by direct stimulation of
that network. These alterations were associated with individual differences in functional fMRI connectivity within
the VAN. Our findings define specific neurobiological mechanisms in a subgroup of patients with PTSD that could
contribute to the poor response to psychotherapy.
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current spTMS/EEG, one can therefore relate stimulation-driven effects
on signal flow to differences in fMRI connectivity, thus grounding
our understanding of fMRI connectivity in more specific neurophysiological mechanisms using noninvasive neurostimulation. Hence,
concurrent spTMS/EEG not only offers an opportunity to understand how direct stimulation–evoked neural signal flow is associated
with fMRI connectivity but also establishes brain loci and neurophysiological signals that may, in turn, become targets for remediation through plasticity-inducing repetitive TMS-based treatment.
Here, we investigated the biology underlying heterogeneity within
the broader PTSD clinical syndrome by (i) identifying how deficits
in basic cognitive function relate to abnormalities in resting-state fMRI
connectivity in cognitive networks, (ii) testing whether phenotypes
defined through cognition and network connectivity could be generalized across demographically and clinically distinct PTSD populations, (iii) delineating the clinical relevance of these phenotypes
by examining their relationship to both individual differences in
symptom expression as well as individual differences in capacity to
benefit from evidence-based treatment, and (iv) interrogating alterations in neurostimulation-evoked neural signal flow using concurrent
spTMS/EEG.
RESULTS

Mapping brain connectivity to behavioral deficits in PTSD
Our core hypothesis was that clinically meaningful biological heterogeneity within the broader clinical syndrome of PTSD could be
explained by considering neuroimaging data in the context of cognitive task performance. Specifically, we posited that brain functional
data acquired using resting-state fMRI connectivity might differ between patients with PTSD who had cognitive impairments and either
healthy individuals or patients with PTSD whose cognitive performance was in the healthy range. We began by comparing performance
on a battery of computerized neurocognitive tasks in healthy individuals and PTSD patients in study 1 (see patient characteristics in
tables S1 and S2; the study design for studies 1 and 2 is shown in fig. S1).
Given previous meta-analytic investigations of neurocognitive functioning in PTSD, we expected patients to show deficits in verbal learning
and memory, attention, working memory, information-processing
speed, and various executive functions (e.g., inhibition and flexibility)
(7). To maximize the interpretability of our findings, we selected only
unmedicated PTSD patients (n = 36 healthy controls; n = 56 patients).
Looking at deficits in patients with respect to healthy individuals,
only verbal memory delayed recall demonstrated a significant difference after controlling for a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05
(Wald 2 = 6.0, P = 0.014, PFDR = 0.0431; Fig. 1B and fig. S2). This small
to medium effect size (Cliff ’s  = 0.23) was consistent with that reported in a meta-analyses of neurocognition in PTSD (7).
Given that our goal was to identify a candidate cognitive phenotype for dissecting heterogeneity within PTSD, we created a cutoff
in delayed recall scores using a discriminant function that determined the optimal value for differentiating patients from healthy
individuals. Patients with delayed recall scores below this cutoff
(90% accuracy or lower; 26% of PTSD cases) were considered to be
impaired relative to healthy individuals, whereas patients performing above this cutoff were considered to be cognitively intact. These
groupings were then used for analysis of the neuroimaging data in
studies 1 and 2. Median recall accuracies in the memory-impaired
PTSD groups were 82.5 and 85% in studies 1 and 2, respectively,
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traumas (8, 9), and is relevant for treatment outcome (7, 9–12). Memory
intrusions are a classic PTSD symptom, and memory is a primary
target for evidence-based treatments using therapeutic exposure to
traumatic memories so that they can be controlled. Similarly, impairments in attention and higher-level executive function may result
in difficulty disengaging from trauma-relevant stimuli and engaging
with the task at hand (13). Moreover, given that only some PTSD
patients display impaired cognition when compared to healthy individuals, the associated neural abnormalities may likewise be evident in only a portion of patients. Hence, cognitive deficits may allow
us to understand clinically meaningful heterogeneity in PTSD by
providing an opportunity to link dysfunction in core brain processes
to the neurobiology of information-processing systems (10) and from
there to account for heterogeneity in symptoms or treatment outcome.
At the neural level, widespread interactions within and across
distributed brain networks are well documented to underlie cognitive processes (14–19). Individual differences in cognitive capacities
have, in turn, been related to individual differences in connectivity of
the frontoparietal, default-mode, dorsal attention, and ventral attention (i.e., “salience”) networks using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) even under task-free resting-state conditions in healthy
individuals (20, 21). Neuroimaging studies in PTSD have also identified resting-state fMRI connectivity abnormalities in these largescale neural networks in individuals with PTSD (22–24). As a clinical
tool, resting-state connectivity carries additional advantages, such
as its ease of semi-standardized acquisition and independence of performance requirements. Thus, examining deficits in cognition and
related resting-state network interactions may help to objectively define clinically relevant phenotypes within the larger clinical syndrome
of PTSD. This would further ground aspects of clinical heterogeneity
in biological mechanisms. In addition, use of resting-state connectivity
facilitates generalization of our findings, given that collection of these
data is now commonplace in semi-standardized ways across human
imaging studies.
Resting-state connectivity has been a major area of biomarker-
related research because it has been presumed that abnormalities in
resting-state fMRI connectivity reflect alterations in the interactions
among different brain regions (i.e., in direct information flow) (25).
However, because of the limitations of conventional neuroimaging
with respect to causal inference, the relationship between identified
abnormalities in network interactions in patients (e.g., using resting-
state fMRI) and affected components of neural signal flow mechanisms has remained largely unknown. This knowledge is important
not only for understanding the meaning of resting-state fMRI connectivity but also for driving a transition from a descriptive approach
to psychiatric illness to a circuit-based mechanistic one that could
also be used to directly guide much-needed new interventions (26).
One way to address this challenge is to directly and noninvasively
stimulate cortical regions using single pulses of transcranial magnetic stimulation (spTMS) while recording consequent brain activity
with electroencephalography (EEG), thereby allowing interrogation
of stimulation-evoked neural signal flow at a neural temporal scale
(27–31). Each TMS pulse produces a series of EEG responses. Early
phase-locked potentials (e.g., at 30 ms) likely reflect evoked excitatory activity, whereas later potentials (~50 to 400 ms) likely reflect
a slow inhibitory rebound to stimulation unfolding over several hundred
milliseconds (30, 32–35). Changes in oscillatory power can outlast the
phase-locked potentials, for which inhibitory processes have also been
implicated (36). By stimulating various cortical regions with con-
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memory impaired PTSD patients (n = 12),
verbal memory intact PTSD patients
A
(n = 39), healthy individuals (n = 36)]
while controlling for age, gender, education, and head motion. After FDR
correction for all pairwise network-level
connections, only connectivity within the
ventral attention network (VAN) was
found to differ among the three groups
(Wald  2 = 14.8, P = 0.0006, P FDR =
0.015; Fig. 1C). This network consists of
regions located in the insula, dorsal anterior cingulate, anterior middle frontal
gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus. A subsequent post hoc pairwise contrast between the groups (using a Sidak correction
for multiple comparisons) revealed that
the impaired PTSD group had lower within-
VAN connectivity relative to both healthy
B
C
D
individuals (P = 0.0001) and the intact
P
PTSD group (P = 0.03), whereas cognitively
intact patients with PTSD and healthy
individuals did not differ (Fig. 1D).
These findings were not confounded
by age, intelligence, or performance on other
cognitive tests (P < 0.001 for the three-
level group analyses controlling for these
measures). Notably, whereas the impaired
memory PTSD group was significantly
older than the intact PTSD groups (Wald
2 = 7.4, P = 0.025; table S3), neither including age as a covariate nor excluding
Fig. 1. Impaired verbal memory delayed recall is associated with poor within-VAN resting-state fMRI connecparticipants >55 years old altered the
tivity in patients with PTSD (study 1). (A) Three-dimensional renderings of fMRI images for a previously identified
within-VAN group difference. Age also
set of seven canonical cortical connectivity networks. SMN, somatomotor network; DAN, dorsal attention network;
did not correlate with within-VAN conFPCN, frontoparietal control network; DMN, default mode network; VAN, ventral attention network. (B) Comparison
nectivity (Wald 2 = 0.9, P = 0.34). Last, we
of memory task performance between healthy individuals and PTSD patient groups. Only blunted verbal learning
also considered the possibility that condelayed recall in patients with PTSD survived FDR correction across the neurocognitive tests examined (group differnectivity differences within the VAN reence generalized linear mode, Wald 2 = 6.0, P = 0.014, PFDR = 0.0431; # represents FDR P < 0.05). (C) Group differences
in fMRI connectivity within and between the labeled fMRI networks. Healthy individuals, PTSD patients with imflected more focal aspects of the signal
paired memory, and PTSD patients with intact memory were compared using a generalized linear model. The plot
fluctuation in VAN regions. Thus, we
shows −log10(P value) of the effect of the three-level group comparison. Only within-VAN connectivity survived FDR
quantified the coefficient of variation
correction (Wald 2 = 14.8, P = 0.0006, PFDR = 0.015; white asterisk). (D) Bar graph showing the group effect on
within VAN regions but did not find a sigwithin-VAN connectivity, demonstrating impaired connectivity only in the PTSD patients with impaired memory,
nificant effect of memory-based grouprelative to both the healthy group and the group of PTSD patients with intact memory. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. Bar
ing on this measure (Wald 2 = 2.9, P = 0.23).
graphs present means and SEM for normally distributed variables; box and whisker plots show medians, interquartile
We next tested whether the brain-
ranges, minima, and maxima for variables with skewed distributions.
behavior findings in PTSD patients in
study 1 could be generalized to a new
but 98 to 100% in the healthy control groups and intact memory cohort of patients and healthy controls. Study 1 used the DSM-IV
PTSD groups.
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition)
We next examined whether functional connectivity abnormali- manual for diagnosis of PTSD and was composed primarily of civilties were observed selectively for the memory-impaired PTSD sub- ians. Study 1 participants were largely female, were all right-handed,
group in resting-state fMRI analyses. Functional connectivity was and featured patients who developed PTSD most commonly after
calculated for each pair of cortical regions in a previously identi- physical or sexual assault, and for whom fMRI data were acquired
fied set of seven canonical cortical connectivity networks (Fig. 1A) using a specific scanning protocol. Moreover, only unmedicated
(37, 38). Pairwise connectivity values were then averaged on the basis patients were used in our primary analyses in study 1. By contrast,
of region-network assignments to obtain one within-network connec- study 2 used the DSM-5 manual for diagnosis of PTSD and was
tivity value for each network and one between-network connectivity composed entirely of Iraq/Afghanistan-era military combat–exposed
value for each pair of networks. These measures were then entered veterans. Study 2 participants were mostly male, included left-handed
into a three-level group factor generalized linear model [i.e., verbal individuals, featured patients who developed PTSD almost exclusively
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delayed recall, within-VAN connectivity, or their interaction. We found
no relationships of any of these variables, across either study 1 or 2,
to PTSD or depression severity (including PTSD symptom clusters
and dissociative symptoms), comorbid diagnoses, alcohol use, traumatic brain injury, or quality of life (P > 0.08 without correction for
multiple comparisons; fig. S2). It thus appeared that, from a cross-
sectional clinical perspective, the neurobehavioral phenotype we
had identified within the clinical syndrome of PTSD could not be
distinguished by current symptoms or comorbidities (i.e., clinically
“latent”). We therefore next asked whether this phenotype was predictive of clinical outcome when PTSD patients were treated with
the best-supported intervention for the disorder, exposure-based
psychotherapy.
Trauma-focused psychotherapy, such as prolonged exposure
psychotherapy, is considered the gold-standard treatment for PTSD
and involves therapeutic techniques that tap learning and memory
(12, 39). Within study 1, 66 patients entered a randomized clinical
trial contrasting prolonged exposure psychotherapy (n = 36) to a
control arm where patients were wait-listed for this treatment (n =
30) (fig. S3) (40, 41). As expected (39), prolonged exposure psychotherapy resulted in a much greater reduction in PTSD symptoms,
as assessed by the DSM-IV CAPS (Clinician‐Administered PTSD
Scale) score, than did wait-listing (F2,113 = 20.0, P = 4 × 10−8; table
S4), with no difference in dropout rates (Fisher’s exact test, P = 0.14).
Using generalized linear mixed models in an intent-to-treat
analysis, we next examined the potential moderating effects of verbal memory delayed recall and within-VAN functional connectivity (i.e., whether these factors differentially predicted outcome to
prolonged exposure psychotherapy versus wait-list, as tested by a
moderator by group by time interaction). When examined alone,
neither verbal memory delayed recall impairment nor within-VAN
Association of impaired verbal memory and poor
functional connectivity significantly moderated treatment outcome
within-VAN connectivity with symptoms, comorbidities,
(memory: F2,90 = 2.0, P = 0.13; connectivity: F2,108 = 0.2, P = 0.84).
By contrast, when interactions were examined, there was a signifand treatment outcome
We next asked whether clinical aspects of PTSD, or its common icant moderation effect on treatment outcome as a function of both
comorbidities, differed in patients as a function of verbal memory verbal memory impairment and within-VAN connectivity (F2,82 =
27.4, P < 10−8). Figure 3A shows a median split on connectivity scores to illustrate the mixed model result. This model
A
B
explained more treatment outcome variance than either single variable model
alone (likelihood ratio test: ∆G2 = 102.8,
df = 6, P < 0.001). Moreover, when considering all within- and between-network
connections, the moderation effect for
within-VAN connectivity was also significant after FDR correction for multiple comparisons (PFDR = 10−7; Fig. 3B).
When testing each arm alone, we found
that significant outcome prediction as a
function of both memory and connecFig. 2. Impaired verbal memory delayed recall is associated with poor within-VAN resting-state fMRI contivity was found only in the prolonged
nectivity in patients with PTSD (study 2). (A) Group differences in within-VAN fMRI connectivity comparing
exposure psychotherapy arm (treathealthy individuals, PTSD patients with impaired memory, and PTSD patients with intact memory in a generalized
ment: F1,41 = 187.8, P < 10−8; wait-list:
linear model. Study 2 used the same cutoffs and analytical approaches as study 1. As with study 1, there was a reF1,41 = 1.0, P = 0.31). These effects were
duction in fMRI connectivity in the VAN only in the PTSD patients with impaired memory relative to both the
unrelated to any demographic varihealthy group and the PTSD patient group with intact memory (Wald 2 = 11.4, P = 0.003). (B) The memory-related
ables, medication use, or baseline PTSD
impairment in within-VAN fMRI connectivity also survived FDR correction across all network pairs (PFDR = 0.009).
severity (P < 10−7 controlling for these
The plot shows −log10(P value) of the effect of the three-level group comparison. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Shown are
measures).
means and SEM.
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after combat-related events (n = 117 healthy controls; n = 128 PTSD
participants), and employed a different fMRI scanning protocol.
Study 2 participants were also more frequently medicated with a
broader variety of medications (tables S1 and S2). Thus, given predominantly demographic differences, but similar neurocognitive
and neuroimaging methodological approaches, the study 2 sample
represented a prime opportunity for testing the generalization of our
brain-behavior findings from study 1. As expected from study 1, the
verbal memory impairment in study 2 was significantly more frequent among the PTSD group than healthy controls (33% of cases
and 19% of controls; Fisher’s exact test, P = 0.018; total n = 117
healthy controls and n = 123 PTSD patients).
We next examined the relationship of the a priori–derived verbal
memory–based groupings on fMRI connectivity within the VAN in
study 2. Using the generalized linear models and covariates defined
in study 1, while additionally controlling for acquisition site, the different medication classes represented in our population, and handedness, we found a significant effect of verbal memory–based grouping
on within-VAN connectivity (Wald 2 = 11.4, P = 0.003; Fig. 2A).
Specifically, within-VAN connectivity was significantly lower in verbal memory–impaired PTSD cases, relative to healthy individuals
(P = 0.042) and verbal memory–intact PTSD cases (P = 0.002), after
Sidak correction for multiple comparisons (Fig. 2A). Similarly, when
considering all within- and between-network connections, the within-
VAN connectivity effect also passed the FDR significance threshold
(Fig. 2B; PFDR = 0.009). These results were likewise not confounded
by age, intelligence, or performance on other cognitive tasks (P <
0.006 for the three-level group analyses controlling for these measures). Age in study 2 did not differ between memory-based groups
(Wald 2 = 1.9, P = 0.39).
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Association of within-VAN fMRI connectivity with direct
neurostimulation-evoked neural effects using spTMS/EEG
Although resting-state fMRI connectivity is a broadly used measure
in both basic and clinical human neuroscience, which helped to motivate our examination of this metric in this study, its physiological
meaning remains unclear. It is largely unknown how aspects of
neurophysiology and directed information flow (as revealed
by neurostimulation-evoked circuit perturbations) are reflected in
individual differences in fMRI connectivity. By stimulating various
cortical regions with concurrent spTMS/EEG, one can discover the
directional influence of the stimulated region on downstream regions. We next sought to understand neurophysiological mechanisms that might account for variations in within-VAN connectivity.
For this goal, we conducted concurrent spTMS/EEG circuit interrogation by stimulating a TMS-accessible region of the VAN in
healthy individuals and in patients with PTSD. This VAN region was
located in the anterior middle frontal gyrus (aMFG/VAN) (Fig. 5A).
We contrasted results of VAN spTMS with stimulation of a nearby
region in the posterior middle frontal gyrus located within the frontoparietal control network (pMFG/FPCN) (Fig. 5A), also termed the
executive control network. In previous work using concurrent spTMS/
fMRI, we found that spTMS applied to the right aMFG/VAN node
resulted in increased within-VAN fMRI connectivity relative to
spTMS applied to the right pMFG/FPCN node (43). We localized
the VAN and FPCN nodes for neuronavigation in the same manner as in our previous work, although now both left-sided and right-
sided spTMS sites were included. These experiments were added
to study 2 after acquisition of fMRI and behavioral data had begun;
thus, most, but not all, participants underwent both fMRI and
spTMS/EEG.
EEG quantification of direct neural influence includes both
phase-locked amplitude changes [TMS-evoked responses (TERs)]
and changes in power of different frequency bands [event-related
spectral perturbation (ERSP) changes]. To cast a broad net across
potential neurophysiological mechanisms, we examined a broad
range of TER measures (potentials at 30, 60, 100, and
200 ms after the TMS pulse)
and ERSP measures (across
A
B
theta, alpha, beta, and low
gamma frequency ranges and
in time bins extending up to
800 ms after the TMS pulse)
(Fig. 5B). These were extracted
from a spatial mask covering VAN regions using an
EEG source localization algorithm (44). We then correlated each individual’s
within-VAN resting-state
fMRI connectivity against
Fig. 3. Poor treatment outcome for patients with both impaired memory and within-VAN connectivity (study 1). Patients
each of the VAN-extracted
with PTSD in study 1 took part in a clinical trial in which they were randomized to an evidence-based psychotherapy treatment
TER and ERSP measures,
(prolonged exposure psychotherapy) or were wait-listed for this treatment (comparison arm). (A) Generalized linear mixed
correcting for multiple commodel in an intent-to-treat analysis revealed a moderation of treatment outcome by brain and behavioral metrics (i.e., a treatment
parisons with FDR across the
group by memory by connectivity by time interaction). A median split on the fMRI connectivity variable is shown and illustrates the
full set of correlations (i.e.,
mixed model result (i.e., low/high fMRI connectivity in the VAN). (B) Within-VAN fMRI connectivity likewise survived FDR correceach of four stimulation
tion across all network pairs in the moderation of treatment outcome (PFDR = 10−7; white asterisk) based on the treatment group
sites and all EEG measures).
by memory by connectivity by time interactions term. The plot shows −log10(P value) of the moderation term (i.e., treatment
group by memory by connectivity by time interaction) for each network pair.
These analyses were done on

The significant interaction in the prolonged exposure psychotherapy arm arose from the poor treatment response of individuals
with both impaired verbal memory and lower within-VAN connectivity (Fig. 3A). Having either intact verbal memory or normal within-
VAN connectivity resulted in a robust treatment response. For context,
a CAPS-IV score cutoff of 20 is considered symptom remission (42),
which many of the individuals without both the memory and connectivity impairments were able to achieve. Thus, this biological
stratification within the broader PTSD clinical syndrome may be of
clinical significance.
To understand the individual-level predictive value of memory
and connectivity, we next tested these two variables as potential
predictors of treatment outcome (quantified as a binary response
variable corresponding to a 50% decrease in symptoms) using
support vector machine (SVM) classification with leave-one-out
cross-validation within the prolonged exposure arm only. We
found that treatment response could be predicted at 85% accuracy with a linear SVM (sensitivity, 80%; specificity, 87%; P =
0.009 using 5000 permutation tests) and at 90% accuracy with
a nonlinear radial basis function SVM (sensitivity, 80%; specificity, 93%; P = 0.01). SVMs using only memory or only connectivity scores did not predict outcome (accuracies ≤ 65%, P >
0.18). Figure S4 shows individual data points for memory, connectivity, and treatment outcome as parallel coordinate plots.
In spite of the treatment-moderating effects of verbal memory
and within-VAN connectivity, neither memory nor connectivity
showed a significant change following prolonged exposure psychotherapy compared to the wait-list group (Fig. 4, A and B; group ×
time interactions for memory: F2,91 = 2.3, P = 0.11; connectivity:
F2,111 = 0.02, P = 0.98). This is consistent with the expectation that
individuals with the greatest impairments in both measures failed
to respond to prolonged exposure psychotherapy, whereas those
without both impairments who responded well to prolonged exposure psychotherapy were already within the healthy range on both
measures.
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those within the bottom third. There
was profound and prolonged desynchronization in individuals with lower
within-VAN fMRI connectivity extending until the end of the 800-ms
time period across which we quantified ERSP measures. Thus, the neurophysiological response to an spTMS
pulse ended by ~400 ms for individuals
with higher within-VAN connectivity
but persisted for at least 800 ms in those
with lower within-VAN connectivity.
These fMRI connectivity–spTMS/EEG
relationships were unchanged if we accounted for diagnostic group (healthy versus PTSD; Wald 2 > 8.4, P < 0.004).
Fig. 4. Within-VAN fMRI connectivity and memory recall in PTSD patients before and after psychotherapy
Moreover,
these findings were specific
treatment. Within-VAN connectivity (A) and delayed recall of verbal memory (B) were assessed in study 1 patients
for
the
right
aMFG/VAN stimulation site.
with PTSD both before and after either prolonged exposure psychotherapy or being wait-listed for this treatment.
Covarying for the equivalent ERSP meaNo significant differences were observed in either measure as a function of treatment (prolonged exposure psychotherapy versus wait-list: group × time linear mixed models). Bar graphs show means and SEM for normally distribsure in response to right pMFG/FPCN
uted variables; box and whisker plots show medians, interquartile ranges, minima, and maxima for variables with
or left aMFG/VAN stimulation did not
skewed distributions.
eliminate the relationships between within-
VAN fMRI connectivity and the various
VAN ERSP responses to right aMFG/
participants in study 2, a portion of whom additionally underwent VAN spTMS (Wald 2 > 6.4, P < 0.012). In particular, the alpha despTMS/EEG (which was added after study recruitment had begun). synchronization effect at 400- to 600-ms post-spTMS pulse shown in
As shown in table S5, there were no demographic differences between Fig. 5D survived both of these analyses at Wald 2 > 11.9, P < 0.0006.
those study 2 patients who did and did not have spTMS/EEG data.
Furthermore, spTMS/EEG data were processed by an automated DISCUSSION
artifact rejection algorithm we recently developed (31), thereby Here, we have identified a neurobehavioral phenotype within the
minimizing the biases in preprocessing possible with manual rejec- broader clinical syndrome of PTSD, characterized by impairments in
tion of artifacts, as is typically done in spTMS/EEG research.
the delayed recall of verbal memory and resting-state fMRI connecAfter quality control of processed spTMS/EEG data, we had ~110 tivity in the VAN. This phenotype was identified in two independent
participants with both spTMS/EEG and resting-state fMRI data across and demographically/clinically distinct populations of patients with
both healthy and PTSD groups (right aMFG/VAN, n = 52 healthy PTSD compared to healthy individuals. This phenotype was assoand n = 58 PTSD; left aMFG/VAN, n = 50 healthy and n = 63 PTSD; ciated with poor treatment outcome, despite being unrelated in the
right pMFG/FPCN, n = 56 healthy and n = 64 PTSD; left pMFG/ absence of treatment to symptoms or comorbidities (hence clinically
FPCN, n = 50 healthy and n = 48 PTSD). Correlation analyses be- latent). Moreover, using concurrent spTMS/EEG to interrogate direct
tween fMRI connectivity and spTMS/EEG response were done across neurostimulation-evoked neural signal flow, we identified a neuroboth healthy individuals and patients with PTSD to identify gener- physiological circuit response that was associated with the degree of
alizable neurostimulation-evoked signals in the spTMS/EEG data within-VAN fMRI connectivity. Specifically, we found that poorer
that may account for within-VAN fMRI connectivity under the within-VAN connectivity was reflected in a more prolonged circuit
assumption that such a relationship is not specific to a distinct perturbation to single TMS pulses delivered to a right-sided anterior
clinical diagnosis. We subsequently tested whether clinical group prefrontal VAN region; this took the form of profound alpha-range
moderated these findings.
below-baseline desynchronization. From a clinical perspective, these
Multiple relationships between within-VAN fMRI connectivity findings help to ground clinically meaningful variation within the
and spTMS/EEG measures survived FDR correction, all of which syndrome of PTSD in objective and quantifiable features. From a
were in response to stimulation of the right aMFG/VAN node translational perspective, by identifying neurophysiological direct
(Fig. 5C). All of these relationships were positive correlations and stimulation–evoked signal flow correlates for altered within-VAN
related to ERSP measures occurring largely after the phase-locked fMRI connectivity, we can start to elucidate what, at least within-
TER ended. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 5D, those individuals VAN, resting fMRI connectivity may indicate.
with lower within-VAN fMRI connectivity displayed profound
Previous neuroimaging and behavioral studies have generally
VAN-localized alpha frequency range desynchronization, that is, treated PTSD as a single clinical group, contrasting PTSD cases with
reduction in alpha power below baseline (defined as −300 to −100 ms) healthy participants (although DSM-5 now recognizes a dissociative
in the 400- to 600-ms post-spTMS pulse period. In contrast, study 2 subtype) (45). This has resulted in substantial inconsistencies in the
participants with higher fMRI connectivity showed either more literature. In the case of the VAN, for example, various authors have
modest or no desynchronization. To visualize these multiple fMRI- argued for overactivity or overconnectivity of the VAN in PTSD, by
spTMS/EEG relationships, Fig. 5E shows ERSP plots for the individuals virtue of its response to salient stimuli such as threat cues (46, 47).
in the top third of the within-VAN fMRI connectivity distribution and However, results regarding resting-state VAN connectivity have been
A
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Fig. 5. Within-VAN resting-state fMRI connectivity and EEG responses after single TMS pulses. Individual differences in
connectivity patterns. Notably, if
fMRI connectivity were correlated with the neural responses to noninvasive transcranial magnetic brain stimulation of different
we had solely used subjectively
brain regions in healthy individuals and patients with PTSD. (A) A TMS pulse was delivered to one of the brain stimulation sites.
reported or clinician-rated sympThese sites were identified on the basis of independent component analyses of resting-state fMRI data from a separate group
of participants (shown in yellow). The TMS targets (white spheres) were either in the anterior middle frontal gyrus (aMFG, part
toms to identify this behavioral
of the VAN) or posterior middle frontal gyrus (pMFG, part of the FPCN). (B) Quantification of EEG signals in response to spTMS
phenotype, we would have failed
covering both TER and ERSP. Dashed line indicates the timing of the TMS pulse. (C) A significance plot of the generalized linear
because it was not consistently
models relating individual differences in within-VAN fMRI connectivity across all participants (healthy individuals and paassociated with differences in
tients with PTSD) to differences in each EEG measure. This is shown for each of the stimulation sites (i.e., left and right aMFG/
symptom expression. Thus, our
VAN and left and right pMFG/FPCN). To derive each EEG measure, an average was taken of that measure for each of the
findings are consistent with resource-localized vertices comprising the VAN. Thus, each participant’s single within-VAN fMRI connectivity measure was corcent proposals to shift away from
related with single measures of each participant’s EEG responses after TMS stimulation within the VAN (evoked at each stimudefining PTSD through symplation site). Only ERSP measures for right aMFG/VAN stimulation survived FDR correction (denoted by asterisks). The plot
toms and rather do so using brain
shows −log10(P) for the correlation of within-VAN fMRI connectivity with spTMS/EEG measures. (D) Scatter plot of one of the
information processing–based
FDR-significant relationships, demonstrating that individuals with lower within-VAN fMRI connectivity had greater alpha-range
desynchronization 400 to 600 ms after the TMS pulse (i.e., below-baseline alpha power). (E) ERSP plots showing the correlaapproaches (53).
tion in (D). ERSP values were averaged for participants in the top and bottom third of the within-VAN fMRI connectivity disConsistent with our findings, a
tribution to visualize the correlation findings across the whole time-frequency range. The data show prolonged alpha-range
role of the VAN in verbal memory
desynchronization from ~400 to ~800 ms after the TMS pulse delivered to the right aMFG/VAN in those individuals with
is suggested by multiple previous
reduced within-VAN fMRI connectivity.
findings. Neuroimaging meta-
analysis of activation during performance of memory tasks has
inconsistent, with evidence of both increased (48) and decreased found that activity in the VAN is associated with increased familiarity
(23, 49, 50) within-VAN connectivity. It has also been noted that of remembered items (16), as well as memory of verbal over pictorial
abnormalities associated with PTSD are typically greater when com- stimuli (54). Resting-state fMRI within-VAN connectivity has also
paring patients to trauma-naïve healthy controls but diminished, or been found to predict delayed recognition memory (55). Memory
even absent, when comparing them to well-matched trauma-exposed impairments observed as part of “cognitive aging” have also been ashealthy controls (51, 52).
sociated with decreased within-VAN connectivity (56, 57), although
Our findings argue that these inconsistencies and lack of gen- other findings have also implicated aberrant connectivity across a
eralization across cohorts or studies may stem from a failure to account broader set of brain networks in memory impairment (17).
for the biological heterogeneity within the syndrome of PTSD, as well
We found that verbal memory–impaired patients with PTSD had
as an uncontrolled differential sampling of the heterogeneity that lower within-VAN fMRI connectivity than did either trauma-exposed
aMFG/VAN
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relationship could be generalized to other conditions and could be
used to predict poor treatment outcome in other contexts.
In the current study, we sought to go beyond a correlative characterization of the behavioral phenotype using resting-state fMRI. Rather,
we aimed to identify potential neurophysiological mechanisms that
could account for differences in within-VAN fMRI connectivity. To
do this, we interrogated the concurrent EEG responses to single
TMS pulse stimulation of bilateral VAN regions located in the anterior middle frontal gyrus of patients with PTSD and healthy control
individuals. We compared these EEG responses to those from a nearby posterior middle frontal region that is part of the frontoparietal
control network. In previous spTMS/fMRI work, we had found that
stimulation of the same right VAN region, but not the right frontoparietal control network region, resulted in increased TMS-evoked
fMRI connectivity within the VAN (43).
We now report that reduced within-VAN fMRI connectivity was
associated with below-baseline alpha-range desynchronization for
hundreds of milliseconds (~400 to 800 ms) after the TMS pulse was
administered. These findings open a new window into understanding the neurophysiological meaning of differences in fMRI resting
connectivity. We found this relationship after rigorous correction
for multiple comparisons and in a generalizable manner that was
independent of clinical state. Thus, we anticipate that these findings
may be of broad relevance to fMRI research. Our spTMS/EEG results
reveal that causal signal flow within a network may relate to within-
VAN fMRI-measured network connectivity. Our findings could help
to establish spTMS/EEG as a brain mapping tool for understanding
the neural basis of resting-state fMRI network measures when applied across other networks and stimulation sites in the brain.
Normal within-VAN resting-state fMRI connectivity (e.g., that typical of memory-intact patients with PTSD or healthy controls) potentially could make the VAN resilient to perturbation by a TMS pulse. In
individuals with normal within-VAN connectivity, the phase-locked
response (i.e., TER) and oscillatory power changes (i.e., ERSP) largely
returned to baseline by ~400 ms after the TMS pulse. By contrast, the
same network may be more susceptible to perturbation by the TMS
pulse in individuals with lower within-VAN connectivity (e.g., that
typical of memory-impaired patients with PTSD), wherein the oscillatory power changes continued for at least 800 ms after the end of the
TMS pulse. These results may have implications for therapeutic repetitive TMS on network neurophysiology in individuals with different
within-VAN fMRI connectivity. Individuals with low fMRI connectivity may, for example, show a greater impact of the previous TMS pulse
on the next TMS pulse by virtue of the prolonged period of alpha-range
desynchronization from one pulse interacting with the next one.
This late alpha-range desynchronization has been reported with
motor cortex stimulation and may reflect a non–phase-locked aspect of
the spTMS/EEG response that may be sensitive to agonists of either
-aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) or GABAB receptors (36). Alpha
desynchronization is increased by drugs that stimulate either GABAA
or GABAB receptors (36), suggesting that the increased and prolonged
alpha-range desynchronization observed in individuals with lower
within-VAN connectivity may reflect a larger inhibitory response to
spTMS stimulation of the VAN. This interpretation contrasts with a
common view of alpha-range oscillatory power in task and resting-state
contexts, which argues that alpha desynchronization reflects local inhibitory processing (66) and an increase might actually mean less inhibition. However, the relationship between task and resting-state alpha
oscillations and spTMS-induced late alpha desynchronization remains
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control individuals or verbal memory–intact patients with PTSD.This
suggested that impairments in memory and aberrant within-VAN
connectivity are likely to be two related but independent measures
of what may be a core deficit in an underlying information-processing
capacity. An interaction between these two factors was critical for
effectively predicting treatment outcome. Whereas most individuals with poor delayed recall of verbal memory in study 1 also showed
reduced within-VAN fMRI connectivity and poor treatment outcome,
there were some memory-impaired individuals with healthy-range
within-VAN fMRI connectivity who displayed favorable treatment
outcomes. Therefore, there may be an inconsistency between our
association of memory impairments with poor within-VAN connectivity and the necessity of using both measures to predict treatment
outcome rather than just one measure. However, poor delayed recall of verbal memory may occur for multiple reasons, not all of which
are related to the within-VAN memory processes implicated here
(e.g., distractibility, attention, and fatigue). These other reasons may
reflect unrelated circuitry characteristics. Because memory tasks
require the interaction of multiple cognitive networks (16), within-
VAN connectivity may be impaired in some individuals but memory
performance may remain intact. Likewise, factors related to variations in individual cognitive processes during resting state, as well
as simple measurement error, may result in lower within-VAN connectivity for reasons not related to their relationship to verbal memory. That is, each measure contains statistical “noise” relating to
multiple factors that do not reflect the core neurocircuitry deficit
characterizing subtype treatment resistance. Thus, only in those individuals who have both poor memory and low within-VAN connectivity (i.e., in whom there is confluence of measures mapping
the core deficit) is treatment ineffective. This is not the case for individuals in whom these measures may diverge in the core deficit
due to noise or variance from other factors.
Future work can build on these findings in several ways. We examined resting-state connectivity, but different relationships may
emerge when looking at memory task–related fMRI connectivity. It
may also be that a free recall-based verbal memory test may prove
more sensitive to within-VAN connectivity abnormalities in PTSD
as it suffers less from an accuracy ceiling effect than the recognition-
based recall task used here. Moreover, given the role of the VAN in
a range of cognitive operations (58, 59), other tasks that tap into
these elements of VAN function may similarly be able to capture
the phenotype we report here. It is also important to consider that
every metric has its own test-retest reliability, and although verbal
memory recall and fMRI connectivity both have relatively good reliability, their covariation and treatment outcome prediction capacity is nonetheless gated by the reliability of each, as well as that of the
outcome measure. Additional work is therefore necessary to refine
which aspects of verbal memory (or related constructs) and within-VAN
resting fMRI connectivity are closely tied to one another to better
understand this brain-behavior relationship. Last, it will be important to test in future research whether both the relationship between
within-VAN connectivity and verbal memory, and their joint relationship to treatment outcome, is specific to PTSD. Previous work has
found associations between VAN function and memory unrelated
to PTSD (55–57). There have also been implications of verbal memory alone in predicting outcome in disorders as diverse as bipolar
disorder, psychosis, and drug addiction (60–63). We have found that
disruptions in VAN are a feature common to many major psychiatric
disorders (64, 65). Thus, we cautiously speculate that the VAN-memory
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
Our study included both cross-sectional and longitudinal clinical
trial components. In our cross-sectional analyses, we studied two
independent cohorts of patients with PTSD and healthy participants (studies 1 and 2) and examined the relationship between
impaired cognitive task performance and fMRI connectivity. Patients in study 1 were additionally randomized to treatment with
prolonged exposure psychotherapy or were in a wait-list comparison arm (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT01507948), allowing us to
examine the clinical relevance of differences in task performance
and fMRI connectivity among patients. Study 2 included EEG
measurements concurrent with single-pulse TMS stimulation of
the VAN or FPCN regions. This allowed us to determine how
individual differences in variations in resting-state fMRI connectivity were related to neural signal flow when directly stimulating
Etkin et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 11, eaal3236 (2019)
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that brain network, providing a greater mechanistic understanding of clinically relevant network connectivity differences.
Figure S1 shows an overview of the experimental design. Study 1
included 112 primarily civilian participants (36 trauma-exposed
healthy controls and 76 patients with PTSD), who underwent clinical,
fMRI, and behavioral assessments. Of these patients, 66 went on to a
randomized controlled trial comparing prolonged exposure psychotherapy treatment to a no delayed intervention comparison arm (i.e.,
wait-list control). The prolonged exposure psychotherapy protocol
followed well-described procedures and was supervised by an expert
in this area (B.O.R.). Study 2 included 245 Iraq/Afghanistan-era combat veterans (117 trauma-exposed healthy veterans and 128 with
PTSD). These participants underwent the same assessments as those
in study 1. In addition, they received concurrent EEG with single-pulse
TMS stimulation to probe neural excitability consequent to direct noninvasive stimulation. Study 2 participants did not get study-provided
treatment (such as the prolonged exposure psychotherapy in study 1).
Both studies were approved by the respective institutional review
boards, and all participants provided written informed consent.
The behavioral assessments were conducted through a computerized neurocognitive battery of tests that probed verbal memory,
attention, working memory, and response inhibition. The key verbal memory test used here entailed learning lists of words, followed
by a test of delayed recall. The fMRI consisted of an 8-min resting-
state fMRI scan conducted either using spiral in-out imaging at
Stanford University (study 1) or as a two-site study using echoplanar
imaging at Stanford University and New York University (study 2).
Stanford University used a General Electric 750 3 T scanner; New
York University used a Siemens Skyra 3 T scanner. Preprocessing
and connectivity assessments followed conventional procedures.
The TMS/EEG assessment involved stimulation with a single
TMS pulse to several sites within the prefrontal cortex, localized to
either the VAN or FPCN, while measuring concurrent EEG responses.
Preprocessing was accomplished through an automated artifact rejection algorithm previously published by our group (31). EEG
source localization followed conventional procedures. We quantified
both phase-locked neural responses, that is, TER, and non–
phase-locked spectral responses, that is, ERSP.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS software (IBM Corporation) and primarily used generalized linear models, with the
exception of the treatment outcome prediction analyses, which
used generalized linear mixed models. All tests and post hoc analyses
were corrected for multiple comparisons using two-sided tests. A
memory-based division of patients with PTSD was established on
the basis of the cutoff in a discriminant analysis that compared performance of the PTSD groups with that of healthy individuals on
the verbal memory test. The same cutoff was used for all analyses
in studies 1 and 2. Analysis of treatment outcome prediction in the
randomized clinical trial followed an intent-to-treat framework
that incorporated all randomized study participants in the analysis.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

www.sciencetranslationalmedicine.org/cgi/content/full/11/486/eaal3236/DC1
Materials and Methods
Fig. S1. Overview of the experimental design.
Fig. S2. Neurocognitive task performance in patients with PTSD.
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to be investigated. Future work should examine the relationship between VAN alpha power at rest and spTMS-induced late alpha desynchronization because altered alpha power has been observed in
PTSD (67), and pre-spTMS alpha power has been found to predict
aspects of the response to the spTMS pulse (68).
Identification of the right anterior middle frontal VAN node as
a brain target that when stimulated evokes fMRI connectivity–
correlated EEG responses within the VAN has potential clinical
implications. Specifically, this region may be a potential target for
remediating the within-VAN fMRI connectivity deficit found in
memory-impaired patients with PTSD. This possibility is further
supported not only by our previous spTMS/fMRI work (43) but
also by a recent finding that examined the impact of high-frequency
repetitive TMS stimulation of either the right or left side of the
anterior middle frontal gyrus VAN (69). In that study, repetitive
stimulation at 10 Hz, which is thought to increase neuronal excitability (34), resulted in increased within-VAN resting-state fMRI
connectivity but only after stimulation of the right side of the VAN
target. Although we do not know why the correlation with fMRI
connectivity was lateralized to the right side of the VAN in our
study, our findings are nonetheless consistent with those of the
10-Hz repetitive TMS study. The vast majority of repetitive TMS
treatment studies for PTSD have targeted a right-sided prefrontal
region in the vicinity of our VAN region (70–73) and have reported
clinical efficacy. Likewise, TMS manipulations of nearby right-sided
prefrontal regions have been found to alter memory encoding or
recall (74, 75). TMS treatment optimization could be guided by
monitoring changes in spTMS/EEG responses to right anterior
middle frontal VAN node stimulation.
There are several limitations to our study. Although we identified
consistent patterns of biological heterogeneity across two independent
cohorts of patients with PTSD that were clinically and demographically
diverse, our findings need to be replicated in other patient cohorts.
Likewise, fMRI may be less well suited to ultimate clinical translation
than EEG, as EEG data are cheaper to acquire and can be done at
point-of-care rather than in a hospital setting. Going beyond correlational neuroimaging research requires the ability to perturb circuits to gain inferential power. Combining an understanding of clinical
heterogeneity in neurobiological terms, and perturbation-based imaging approaches, holds promise for elucidating the factors underlying clinical heterogeneity and variability in treatment response and
for uncovering disease mechanisms in PTSD.

SCIENCE TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE | RESEARCH ARTICLE
Fig. S3. No relationship between the memory/connectivity-related phenotype and symptoms
in patients with PTSD (studies 1 and 2).
Fig. S4. CONSORT diagram for the study 1 treatment component.
Fig. S5. Individual data points for verbal memory delayed recall, within-VAN fMRI connectivity,
and percent change in CAPS total scores with treatment in study 1 participants completing
the prolonged exposure psychotherapy arm.
Table S1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants in studies 1 and 2.
Table S2. Details of traumas for study 1 and 2 participants.
Table S3. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants according to memory-based groupings.
Table S4. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants for the intent-to-treat
analysis of treatment outcome and its moderation by verbal memory impairment and
within-VAN fMRI connectivity.
Table S5. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants in study 2 who underwent
spTMS/EEG.
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PTSD's secrets hidden in a VAN
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a severe psychiatric illness. Psychotherapy is the only effective
treatment for PTSD but only works in a portion of patients. Etkin and colleagues now report a neuroimaging and
behavioral signature in a subgroup of PTSD patients who failed to respond to psychotherapy. This signature was
associated with impairments in fMRI connectivity in the brain's ventral attention network and a deficit on a word list
learning task. Use of noninvasive brain stimulation in combination with neuroimaging identified a brain location in
which network connectivity correlated with the effects of stimulation. This work may help to define a target for
future noninvasive brain stimulation approaches for treating patients with PTSD who are refractory to
psychotherapy.

